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At first glance, Middle East equities’ performance in 2017 was disappointing, especially when compared to emerging or even
developed markets. The S&P Pan Arab Index returned a mediocre 2% gain last year compared to 34% for the MSCI Emerging
Markets Index and 20% for the MSCI Global Equities Index. Not only did MENA equities underperformed the rest of the world,
but the volatility was fairly higher than in the rest of the Emerging markets.

These poor risk-adjusted results can be explained by continued uncertainties regarding oil prices, a difficult agenda (Qatar
blockage, GCC fragmentation, Lebanon, etc.), concerns over capital flight from Saudi and the fact that GCC GDP growth has
been among the weakest in the World last year. With Saudi Arabia in recession and a soft UAE growth, the GCC weighted real
GDP growth in 2017 might end up just around 0.5%, far away from the 3.5-4% projected growth for World GDP. There is no
doubt that this lackluster growth rate had some impact on regional company earnings and equity multiples.

That being said, we believe there are also reasons to be cheerful when looking back at 2017. First, ongoing supply cuts by top
producers OPEC and Russia seem to work as International benchmark Brent crude futures ended the year with a 17 percent rise.
The recent strength of energy will probably help GCC countries to ease their fiscal policy in 2018, as explained in our 2018
outlook. Another reason to look at 2017 from a positive angle is what we have been witnessing in terms of structural economic,
social and political reforms, especially in Saudi Arabia. Indeed, 2017 will be remembered as a pivotal year towards economic
diversification, new political leadership and societal changes in Saudi. While we were expecting some critical improvements, we
have been truly impressed by the pace of reforms and this makes us even more optimistic for the years to come.

Last but not least, 2017 was a year full of alpha opportunities for astute managers. By sticking to our bottom-up fundamental
strategy which focus on the true underlying value drivers for each company, we have been able to identify strong performers within
GCCs such as NMC (+81%), Rahji Takaful (+50%), Walla (+43%) or DP World (+40%). This unconstrained and bottom-up
approach also helped us to identify Egypt as an attractive value opportunity. This country was a great contributor to performance
in 2017.

While the S&P Pan Arab ended the year almost flat, our stock picking helped our flagship MENA equities strategy to generate
almost 19% of absolute performance after fees last year. Ironically, while MENA equities was among the worst performing region
last year, our MENA equity fund performance is pretty much in line with the S&P 500 and the MSCI World performance. This
shows that investing into stocks rather than indices can be much more rewarding for asset allocators.

Al Mal Asset Management Middle East equities
2017 Review
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Throughout 2017, we presented our bullish views on MENA equities at several occasions and highlighted our favorite themes. For
those who read us on a regular basis, you might remember the following articles: “When the dust settles” in April’s Perspective,
“The long-term case for Middle East equities” in May’s Perspective and “The post-Oil Era in the Middle-East” and “Navigating
through the storm” in October’s Perspective.

Below, we highlight some of the main themes discussed last year and explain why these stories still need to be considered positively
in 2018.

Theme #1: “E-commerce, the new frontier in the Middle-East”
We believe the trend towards online shopping will continue to strengthen in 2018.

Theme #2: “MSCI index inclusion as the next big step for Saudi”
As expected Saudi got upgraded to MSCI watch list in June last year and is on the right track for inclusion in June 2018.

Theme #3: “The bull case for Saudi Banks”
We continue to view this sector favorably and are ready to increase our allocation to the sector.

Theme #4: “The real Saudi frontier: The education sector”
There are no clear plays on Saudi Education, however, some players may present a more compelling case as we get closer to the end of 2018.

Theme #5: “Empowering women in Saudi Arabia”
This story was probably one of the most widely visible among last year’s reforms. Its impact goes beyond macroeconomics as it is also shifting the
social and cultural habits in Saudi Arabia. We continue to believe that this trend will have a huge impact on Saudi Arabia’s future and
prospects.

Theme #6: “Insurance in Saudi Arabia” 
The Saudi Arabian market is the second-largest after UAE in the GCC, representing 33.5% of regional GWP. Mandatory health and motor 
insurance regulations launched by the government have fuelled demand for insurance products in the country and are likely to remain the key 
driver for industry growth in the medium term. 

Al Mal Asset Management Middle East equities
2017 Review
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Theme #7: “Trade and Logistics in the UAE” 
Soon after the United Arab Emirates was formed in 1971, logistics and transportation became key areas of focus for Dubai as the Emirate quickly 
realized the importance of trade. We continue to believe in this long-term trend. 

Theme #8: “Healthcare across the region” 
As life expectancy grows with continuing medical advancements made and generational movement taking place, there is a growing ageing 
population with various medical issues, as incidence of lifestyle diseases is on the rise. 

Theme #9: “Education in Kuwait” 
Nearly a quarter of the country’s population is under the age of 14 and c32% is below 25 years of age, building a strong base for Kuwait’s higher 
education sector. 

Al Mal Asset Management Middle East equities
2017 Review
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In the table below, we review some of our major conviction names. Please note that some of the names were recommended after 
reaching attractive levels and not at the start of the year:

Al Mal Asset Management Middle East equities
2017 Review

Company Country 2017 Return Outlook for 2018

Aramex UAE 9% Positive

NMC Health UAE 88% Positive

Emaar Properties UAE -1% Neutral

DP World UAE 45% Positive

ALAFCO Kuwait 56% Positive

Human Soft Kuwait 44% Positive

Walaa Insurance Saudi Arabia 44% Positive

Rajhi Takaful Saudi Arabia 53% Neutral

National Commercial Bank Saudi Arabia 36% Neutral

Rajhi Bank Saudi Arabia 7% Neutral

Egypt Kuwait Holding Egypt 54% Positive

MTIE Group (IPOd during 2017) Egypt 128% Positive



Middle East 2018 outlook
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Over the last decade, the Middle East has been navigating through what can almost be considered as a perfect storm: the 2008
global crisis, 2010 Dubai’s meltdown, the Arab spring, the 2014-2015 oil crash, nearly constant geopolitical tensions, the Egypt
pound collapse, the Qatar blockade, etc. All of these stories impacted both business and consumer sentiment.

As such, it doesn’t come as a surprise that at a time where the global economy is re-accelerating, growth throughout the MENA
region has been underperforming the rest of the world.

Indeed, the oil crisis has led GCC governments to impose fiscal austerity by cutting subsidiaries, public expenses and investments.
Meanwhile, companies have been forced to significantly cut costs, deleverage and reduce capital expenditure (capex).

As briefly eluded in the previous section, every crisis creates an opportunity – for the first time ever, we are seeing significant
economic, social and political reforms are being implemented in countries such as Saudi Arabia. The Saudi 2030 Vision, the
National Transformation Plan, NEOM economic zone project, Saudi women empowerment, the opening of capital markets, Saudi
Aramco IPO, etc. are all likely to radically transform the regional landscape and ultimately lead to a re-rating of the region by
international investors.

The GCC economies are likely to enter into a sweet spot in 2018

When it comes to the 2018 outlook, market sentiment is not likely to be driven by the aforementioned long-term picture – the
focus by investors is rather on this year government spending plans as the fiscal situation is really what matters in the GCC when it
comes to short-term market direction.

On that front, there are some valid reasons to be more optimistic in 2018. With oil stabilizing around USD 50-60, the region has
entered into a “sweet spot”: the oil price is still not high enough to slow down structural reforms but the recent oil recovery allows
the GCC governments to relax their austerity programs. For instance, Saudi Arabia is heading for increased government spending,
increased public debt and falling reserves in coming years.

Al Mal Asset Management Middle East equities
2018 Outlook
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Meanwhile, Dubai’s 2018 budget was approved with expenditure of Dh56.6 billion, Dubai’s largest public budget ever, as the
Emirate is seeing a marked increase in spending, primarily on infrastructure and social services.

That being said, we should see some form of fiscal divergence within the GCC. As just mentioned, the UAE and Saudi do have
room for a loosening of fiscal policy but countries such as Bahrain and Oman might have to tighten. Indeed, weak external and
fiscal positions leave Bahrain and Oman exposed to further credit rating downgrades.

In aggregate, and after two difficult years including a challenging 2017 where regional GDP growth is expected to come in at just
0.3%, GCC economies are set to enjoy in 2018 their fastest expansion in three years. We forecast 2.7% growth for the region next
year with all six GCC economies set to enjoy a relatively robust performance.

According to Oxford Economics research, Oman is set to lead the regional rebound, with forecast growth of 5% after a likely 2017
outcome of 0.2%. The UAE is meanwhile set to see its pace of growth almost double to a forecast 3.3% next year, after a likely
2017 outcome of 1.7%. Likewise, Qatar is projected to see its growth accelerate to 3.1% from a likely 1.3% for 2017. Bahrain is
expected to match the likely 2017 pace of growth by again expanding by 1.8%. Saudi Arabia is meanwhile set to stage a revival
from a 0.3% economic decline this year to grow by 2%.

Despite this improving outlook, we should keep in mind that the GCC still faces significant headwinds. Regional inflation is
expected to rise and the US dollar peg means that the region will have to raise interest rates in tandem with the US Federal
Reserve, reinforcing a still-restrictive fiscal policy stance. Ongoing political uncertainty in the region generally may also unsettle
domestic and global investors.

In the rest of MENA, we believe that Egypt is on the right path. While it is difficult to be overly optimistic with interest rates at 19-
20%, they are at least moving to the right direction as inflation is going down. Other positive news include increasing remittances,
re-opening of Egypt-Russia direct flights, etc. In 2017, Egypt was able to attract fixed Income investors thanks to high interest rates.
This helped them to rebuild reserves around $36bn. 2018 could be the second leg of the recovery of foreign investments into Egypt
as they will seek to attract equity investors again.

In the rest of North Africa, we would be cautious on Tunisia where currency devaluation risk is looming. In the Levant, with Iraq
& Syria stabilizing, Jordan is likely to enjoy very decent growth in 2018.

Al Mal Asset Management Middle East equities
2018 Outlook
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A positive outlook for MENA equities

With expansionary budgets this year and significant reforms implemented since 2015 we expect companies CAPEX (capital
expenditures) to revive.

In terms of valuations, MENA equities have historically been trading at a premium to emerging markets due to USD peg and
higher GDP per capita. But as we enter 2018, MENA equities are now trading at a discount to MSCI Emerging Markets on the
back of oil prices volatility and geopolitical tensions. Indeed, MENA equities trailing P/E is at 13x against 16x for the MSCI
Emerging Markets.

Going forward, with oil prices stabilizing, geopolitical tensions easing and the macro-economic outlook improving, we expect this
gap to close. Compared to Global Emerging Markets, MENA equities provides a higher return on equity (12.9% vs. 10.4%) and a
higher dividend yield (4.7% versus 2.7%). Additionally, some strong technical factors such as Saudi inclusion into the MSCI index
or Saudi Aramco IPO are likely to support the market.

When looking at our investment universe from a top-down perspective, there are however some key cross-MENA stories we are
paying particular attention to. Among them:

• Passive flows - Large Caps in Saudi and Kuwait on FTSE/MSCI Inclusion could attract ~ USD 20.0bn in passive inflows 

• Undemanding valuations – UAE, Egypt and Oman 

• Increased capital spending and higher oil prices – Banks, Logistics and selected Industrials 

• Regulatory and Social Reforms – Insurance in Saudi and Healthcare in Egypt

• Reduced public spending on Education and Healthcare – should benefit the private sectors in Education and Healthcare 

• Privatization in Saudi, UAE and Egypt 

Al Mal Asset Management Middle East equities
2018 Outlook
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• Outsourcing in Egypt 

• Improving Global Outlook: MENA companies with strong emerging market exposure 

• Deleveraging & Higher Payouts – with lower growth prospects and stabilization in cash flows many banks and companies has 
been deleveraging and this should support higher dividend payouts. 

Compared to Global Emerging Markets, MENA equities provides a higher return on equity (12.9% vs. 10.4%) and a higher
dividend yield (4.7% versus 2.7%). Additionally, some strong technical factors such as Saudi inclusion into the MSCI index or
Saudi Aramco IPO are likely to support the market.

We renew our positive stance on MENA Equities for this year.

Al Mal Asset Management Middle East equities
2018 Outlook
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Saudi Arabia: We are turning more optimistic

 The largest population in the GCC (32mn) with an
average age of 25 still represents a significant
consumption power.

 The National Transformation plan should
strengthen the fiscal and economic outlook over the
longer term.

 Strong Oil and Net Foreign Assets reserves (reached
$486 billion) should support transition over the
medium term.

 MSCI and FTSE inclusion over the medium term.

 Large debt capacity (17% of GDP as of 2017 and
expected to reach 50% of GDP by 2021) should
support the budget deficit.

 Third largest oil reserves globally after the United
States and Russia.

 Social Reforms such as women driving &
entertainment will open up new avenue.

 High dependency on oil (30% of GDP & 81% of
government revenues).

 Scarcity of skilled local labor.

 Margin compression as a result of Saudisation and
subsidy reforms.

 Geopolitical tensions with Iran and direct

engagement in Yemen and Syria.

 New taxes and fees in form of VAT and expat
dependent levy, higher gas and electricity prices to
adversely impact consumer purchasing power

We are definitely turning more positive on Saudi. This year seems more encouraging as efforts made to rebalance the
economy in the last 3 years starts to pay off. In addition, a substantial recovery in crude oil from the mid-40s level
nearing the 70 mark provides ample room for fiscal expansion. Government expenditure are budgeted to increase 13%
to the largest spending target, while the SWF plans to invest an additional SAR83bn to stimulate infrastructure projects.
The Government is moving fast to remove subsidies but at the same time balancing it with the Citizen account.

Moreover, being placed on the MSCI watch list is a big step forward. The significance is not only in the expected
inflows, which will definitely support the market over the medium to short term, but in the increased coverage and
visibility, which will lead to lower risk premium over the longer term. We do not believe the story will end here as there
will be more catalysts with major IPOs and reforms along the road.

At this stage we are buyers in Insurance, Banks and transportation.

Indicator 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Real GDP Growth (%) 3.7 4.1 1.7 0.1 1.1 

CPI (Average) 2.7 2.2 3.5 (0.2) 5.0 

Population (Millions) 30.8 31.0 31.7 32.4 33.0 

Gross Debt (% GDP) 1.6 5.0 13.1 17.0 20.7

Current Account (% GDP) 9.8 -8.7 -4.3 0.6 0.4

Opportunities Challenges Key Macro Indicators 

Key Market Metrics (2018)Our Take

* Source: Bloomberg, REIDIN and AMC A.M. Estimates

Metric P/E P/B DY RoE ND/EBITDA 

Current 13.3x 1.5x 3.7% 11.2x 0.7x

10 Years Average 13.7x 1.9x 3.4% 13.3x 0.7x

10 Years High 17.8x 3.6x 4.4% 21.8x 1.1x

10 Years Low 8.8x 1.3x 2.2% 9.5x 0.2x

Saudi Arabian Index Performance versus MSCI Emerging Markets 
Index (Normalized Price)
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United Arab Emirates: Public Spending to drive growth

 Subsidy reforms and decreased spending have
allowed the UAE to significantly improve the
investment outlook of the country.

 EXPO 2020, along with continued development of
attractions, will result in sustainable growth in
tourism (est. 20 mn visitors by 2020, CAGR 2015-
20: 7.1%). Total projects award is expected to reach
USD 3bn in 2017

 Tourism was 8.7% of 2016 GDP, with an expected
growth rate of 5.4% / year over the next 10 years, in
line with the Dubai Plan 2021, and Abu Dhabi
Vision 2030.

 A disciplined and swift fiscal adjustments, prior to
the slump in oil prices, resulted in decreased
dependence on oil revenue. The aim is to reduce oil
contribution to GDP to 20% by 2021, from ~30%
currently.

 UAE has the largest financial buffer in the region
with USD1.26 trillion in SWFs.

 Even though it is the most diversified economy in
the UAE, oil still accounts for 30% of GDP.

 Further fiscal reforms in the UAE, i.e. subsidy
reforms, Emiratization, have the potential to cause a
slowdown in economic growth.

 Continued fiscal diligence in Abu Dhabi.

 Geo-political tensions in the region, along with the
UAE’s strategic alliance with Saudi Arabia (Syrian
war, Yemen war, opposing Iran), may challenge
tourism, trade and international finance in the
UAE.

 Many small developers that emerge during the mini
boom of 2012-14 may default or create an
oversupply in the real estate market

A rebound in oil prices, the banking sector, stabilization in the real state sector and expansionary economic activity 
should support the economic outlook over the coming quarters. Expo 2020 is only two years away & we expect the 
event related development program to gain further momentum. Dubai Budget unveiled 50% higher spending on 
infrastructure this year and givens its position Dubai also stands to benefit from the continued strength in global 
economic growth and trade

Banks willingness to lend and demand for loans is improving paving the way for a recovery. The recovery in business 
activity, led by the construction, wholesale and retail sectors is supporting loan demand. Real estate price have started to 
show signs of stabilization after a 25% contraction since late 2014 as transaction volumes in Dubai jumped 18% year-
on-year in January-April 2017, versus  a 27% decline for the same period of 2016. 

The price correction in late 2017 brings up value in lot of high quality companies, especially in the form of yield

Indicator 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Real GDP Growth (%) 3.1 3.8 3.0 1.3 3.4

CPI (Average) 2.3 4.1 1.8 2.1 2.9

Population (Millions) 9.3 9.6 9.9 10.1 10.4

Govt. Gross Debt (% GDP) 15.6 18.7 20.7 20.7 20.8

Current Account (% GDP) 10.0 4.7 2.4 2.1 2.1

UAE Index Performance versus MSCI Emerging 
Markets Index (Normalized Price)

* Source: Bloomberg, REIDIN and AMC A.M. Estimates

Metric P/E P/B DY RoE ND/EBITDA 

Current 10.8x 1.3x 4.3% 12.4x 0.8x

10 Years Average 10.7x 1.1x 3.1% 9.8x 1.3x

10 Years High 19.1x 2.0x 5.6% 15.3x 4.6x

10 Years Low 2.8x 0.5x 1.3% 6.3x -1.0x

Opportunities Challenges Key Macro Indicators 

Key Market Metrics (2017)Our Take
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Kuwait: A likely beneficiary of passive flows

 Economic reforms should support the country over
the long-term

 Kuwait has large financial buffers (USD 592 billion
in its SWF) and to date hasn’t borrowed from local
banks, maintaining the sector’s liquidity at healthy
levels.

 Meaningful progress has been made on key
infrastructure progress

 Given low capital spending, budget deficit is
expected to be manageable at low single digits.

 We expect an upgrade to the EM index by FTSE
and a potential inclusion in the MSCI index in the
near future.

 The country holds the sixth largest oil reserves
globally. Additionally, it has the lowest oil
breakeven prices in the GCC at USD50 per barrel.

 Still a state managed economy with the highest
dependency on oil (94% of government revenue
and 70% of GDP) among GCC countries, which
led to a slowdown in project awarded in 2016 (-
45%), second only to Saudi Arabia (-63%).
Moreover, Q2-17 project award was half the
quarterly average for last year.

 High percentage of employees in Kuwait (>90%)
work for the public sector, further straining fiscal
spending and slowing state obligations.

 High concentration of real estate and consumer
loans (60% of loans) in the banking sector.

The market is purely moving on the expectations of FTSE index upgrade and MSCI EM inclusion, and the
governments still need to expand spending to trigger more growth. Nevertheless, we still find some of the best value in
the region there.

We still believe that the 2015-19 Kuwait Development Plan will support growth over the medium term, and we
actually started to see a pick up in projects’ awards. Moreover, Kuwait has now much more capacity to gradually
introduce reforms and alleviate the pressure on consumers. The government spending push should help the banking
sector this year, and given the headwinds and higher provisions taken last year, we expect this year to be comparatively
better. In addition, higher interest rate should be supportive to margin.

A key area that we like in Kuwait is the government focus on Education. We also continue to like the Leasing sector.

Indicator 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Real GDP Growth (%) 0.6 2.1 2.5 -2.1 4.1

CPI (Average) 2.9 3.7 3.5 2.5 2.7

Population (Million) 4.0 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.5

Gross Debt (% GDP) 7.5 11.0 18.5 27.1 33.0

Current Account (% GDP) 33.4 3.5 -4.5 -0.6 -1.4

Kuwait Index Performance versus MSCI 
Emerging Markets Index (Normalized Price)

* Source: Bloomberg, REIDIN and AMC A.M. Estimates

Metric P/E P/B DY RoE ND/EBITDA 

Current 14.6x 1.3x 3.7% 8.7x 2.8x

10 Years Average 26.4x 1.4x 4.3% 6.0x 3.9x

10 Years High 180.0x 1.7x 9.7% 12.6x 8.7x

10 Years Low 13.1x 1.0x 2.3% -13.2x 2.2x

Opportunities Challenges Key Macro Indicators 

Key Market Metrics (2017)Our Take
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Qatar: Limited opportunities

 Remains committed to investing in infrastructure,
particularly with the 2022 World Cup deadline.

 Fiscal rationalization (5%) continued in 2017 with
the central government holding the 2018 current
expenditure at the same level. Public sector
companies are increasingly cost conscious.

 CAPEX is growing at a healthy pace – almost half of
the spending will be directed towards completion of
projects in healthcare, education, transportation and
others towards hosting the 2022 World Cup.

 Qatar possesses the second strongest position in the
GCC following UAE with a net credit position of
115% of GDP. This is one of the reasons it has not
been downgraded by any of the rating agencies.

 Qatar also has strong financial buffers of around
USD320 billion in its SWFs and has one of the
world highest GDP per capita. It also own the third
largest gas reserves globally.

 Private credit is slow, despite the infrastructure
push. With banks’ credit-to-deposit ratio being
already very high at 115%, credit will eventually
have to slow as deposits are now contracting

 Diversification efforts had limited impacts so far,
and we have some concerns that Qatar is building
excess capacities ahead of the 2022 World Cup,
especially in hospitality and residential real estate

 Isolation by its neighbors might prove to be costly if
continued for a long time; though the situation
seems to have stabilized at present.

 Qatar has among the highest debt levels in GCC
and is facing increased difficulties in funding the
banking sector.

 A gap between the Qatari onshore and offshore FX
rate (~8%)

The country has been able to weather the shock from the blockade better than expected. Data suggests the economy is
resilient as GDP grew 3.6% in the third quarter. However, the country is becoming much more dependent on
government support. Diversification efforts continued as Qatar find other routs, though more costly ones. The focus is
at developing a more knowledge-based economy.

Qatar is trying to find a niche and so far education and sports are taking the front seat, but it might take much more
investments and time before they become relevant.

Volatility is still elevated and geopolitical risks have not subsided yet. Valuations are not really attractive after the recent
rally given the weak growth prospects. And things can still get WORSE.

Indicator 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Real GDP Growth (%) 4.0 3.6 2.2 2.5 3.1

CPI (Average) 2.9 1.8 2.7 0.9 4.8

Population (Millions) 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.7 2.7

Gross Debt (% GDP) 32.3 34.9 56.5 54.4 54.4

Current Account (% GDP) 24.0 8.4 -4.9 2.3 1.0

Qatar Index Performance versus MSCI Emerging 
Markets Index (Normalized Price)

* Source: Bloomberg, REIDIN and AMC A.M. Estimates

Metric P/E P/B DY RoE ND/EBITDA 

Current 12.1x 1.4x 4.2% 13.0% 3.6x

10 Years Average 11.9x 1.9x 4.2% 18.1% 2.4x

10 Years High 15.7x 3.5x 5.9% 35.3% 4.1x

10 Years Low 5.7x 1.1x 1.8% 9.8% 0.3x

Opportunities Challenges Key Macro Indicators 

Key Market Metrics (2017)Our Take
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Oman: Stabilising

 To a large extent, capital inflows are helping to level
the current account deficit. Foreign reserves are
stable at US 18.4 billion.

 The banking system is highly capitalized and still
profitable. Better liquidity position versus other
GCC countries has lead to a negligible rise in
interbank rates.

 The decline in oil price has emphasized the need for
diversification and increasing the role of the private
sector.

 Cheapest market in GCC

 Debt to GDP is accelerating rapidly - it accelerated
rapidly from 5% of GDP in 2014 to 18.5% in 2016,
and 29% as of 2017

 Large population market with a high share of
nationals. More Omanis replacing expats will lead to
higher consumer expenditure & more usage of retail
banking

 High dependence on oil (used to account for 85%
of government revenues) and lower reserves
compared to other GCC countries have forced the
government to cut spending aggressively. SWF
holding only stands at USD24 billion.

 Government spending used to account for 55% of
GDP, so growth is expected to remain muted. Non-
Oil GDP growth is expected to slow to 3.8%.

 Despite robust spending cuts, it still has the highest
fiscal deficit in the GCC at low double digits ( -
10%).

 Liquidity is expected to tighten further as deposits
fall and government borrowing crowds-out the
private sector.

With stabilizing oil prices, the fiscal and forex pressure should alleviate. On the back of the oil crisis, the government
was forced to cut spending aggressively. At USD 18.1 billion FX reserves and 35% Debt-to-GDP, options were limited.
After cutting subsidies and raising taxes we believe the government can slow down reforms and allow the economy to
breath.

Almost all sectors got affected after increasing taxes, telecom royalties and energy subsidies. Even though huge steps
have been taken, we believe reforms should not stop yet.

We started with a small allocation at this stage as we believe investors overreacted. We like Telecoms at deep discount.

Indicator 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Real GDP Growth (%) 2.5 4.2 3.0 0.0 3.7

CPI (Average) 1.0 0.1 1.1 3.0 3.0

Population (Millions) 3.7 3.8 4.0 4.1 4.2

Gross Debt (% GDP) 4.9 15.3 33.6 44.5 50.8

Current Account (% GDP) 5.8 -15.5 -18.6 -14.3 -13.2

Oman Index Performance versus MSCI Emerging Markets 
Index (Normalized Price

* Source: Bloomberg, REIDIN and AMC A.M. Estimates

Metric P/E P/B DY RoE ND/EBITDA 

Current 10.4x 1.0x 5.5% 9.7% 1.0x

10 Years Average 10.4x 1.5x 4.6% 14.7% -0.1x

10 Years High 16.6x 3.9x 6.2% 26.8% 1.3x

10 Years Low 3.6x 0.9x 3.8% 9.6% -1.2x

Opportunities Challenges Key Macro Indicators 

Key Market Metrics (2017)Our Take
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Egypt: MENA’s top destination

 Egypt’s potential population size and political
significance on the back of regional tensions can’t
be ignored. It is an indispensable ally for the GCC
in balancing Turkish and Iranian regional
influences.

 Authorities are setting the house in order –
spending cuts, structural reform initiation, tax and
subsidy reforms.

 Privatization of state-owned companies, starting
with petroleum and banking sectors, should support
both the market and the government.

 Discovery of gas will turn the country into a net
exporter by 2020.

 The low cost manpower is helping to turn the
country into an Outsourcing hub in Services and
Manufacturing.

 A revival in tourism. In 2017, tourism revenues
+123.5% to USD7.6 billion and the number of
tourists grew by 54% to 8.3 million versus 2016.

 Extremely high youth unemployment at over 40%,
rampant inflation touching 30% post devaluation.

 External debt reached 41% as of September 2017
compared to 13.6% in 2015.

 Ripple effect after the devaluation will take some
time to settle. High inflation and an adjustment
period for spending habits might take longer than
anticipated.

 Challenging security situation with ISIS in the Sinai
desert.

 High interest rates are currently preventing CAPEX
to improve.

Investor’s tone has changed drastically over the past 3 months. Egypt is on the right path. While it is difficult to be 
overly optimistic with interest rates at 19-20%, they are at least moving to the right direction as inflation is going down. 
Other positive news include increasing remittances, re-opening of Egypt-Russia direct flights, etc. In 2017, Egypt was 
able to attract fixed Income investors thanks to high interest rates. This helped them to rebuild reserves around $36bn. 
2018 could be the second leg of the recovery of foreign investments into Egypt as they will seek to attract equity 
investors again. A visible improvements is a sharp fall in the trade deficit by 48%.

In essence, the country was caught in a vicious cycle of chronically high inflation, low savings rates, low capex, low 
productivity gains, stagnant income, and debt. The devaluation was an important step forward to address many of the 
before mentioned imbalances. The security situation is still one of the biggest challenges. 

We are more positive in Egypt across Healthcare, Energy and Fertilizers, Real Estate and Outsourcing companies. 

Egypt Index Performance versus MSCI Emerging Markets Index 
(Normalized Price)

* Source: Bloomberg, REIDIN and AMC A.M. Estimates

Indicator 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Real GDP Growth (%) 2.9 4.4 4.3 4.1 4.5

CPI (Average) 10.1 11.0 10.2 23.5 21.3

Population (Millions) 86.7 89.0 90.2 92.3 94.4

Gross Debt (% GDP) 85.1 88.5 96.9 101.2 88.8

Current Account (% GDP) -0.8 -3.6 -6.0 -5.9 -3.8

Metric P/E P/B DY RoE ND/EBITDA 

Current 10.2x 1.9x 4.2% 17.3% 0.4x

10 Years Average 10.4x 1.4x 3.2% 11.8% -0.2x

10 Years High 17.2x 2.1x 5.3% 28.3% 0.4x

10 Years Low 5.6x 0.9x 1.9% -36.2% -1.1x

Opportunities Challenges Key Macro Indicators 

Key Market Metrics (2017)Our Take
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* Source: Bloomberg, Al Mal Estimates

Investment Themes
Dubai EXPO 2020 (UAE)

Opportunities

 The UAE is the second largest economy in the Arab world and possess one of the strongest financial
buffers (around USD 1.26 in SWFs) and fiscal stance.

 EXPO preparations should keep the city vibrant for the next five years. Infrastructure, Hospitality and Real
Estate projects should stimulate growth. The total economic impact of hosting the event is estimated at
USD 28.8 billion which is material when measured against Dubai’s real GDP of USD 100 billion, growing
by 4.1% in 2015.

 The cost of constructing the Expo site and related infrastructure is USD 6.9 billion. EXPO 2020 is
expected to attract 25 million visitors from across the globe and create 277,000 jobs for Emirates, with 40%
in the travel and tourism sector, and 30% in the construction sector.

 Dubai is expected to grow at an average of 4-5% over the next five years, nearly double the growth rate of
other GCC countries.

 The main sectors that will directly benefit from Expo are real estate, construction, and retail/hospitality
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* Source: Bloomberg, Al Mal Estimates

Investment Themes
Ecommerce in Saudi Arabia & UAE

Opportunities

 The region is still at its very early stages when it comes to e-commerce and growth potentials are huge. E-
commerce accounts for a meagre ~3.0% of total retail sales in the region and expected to reach 15% in a
decade.

 Over the last decade, e-commerce in the Middle-East has grown by 1500% supported by one of the world’s
highest internet penetration rate (above 70% in the GCC).

 There are 110 million internet users in MENA with 30 million already shopping online. Current total
market size is estimated at ~ USD15.0 billion with the UAE being the biggest market with ~USD2.5
billion last year, growing at 20% annually. Euro monitor is expecting the market size to reach USD41.5
billion in MENA by 2020.

 The region has seen a lot of developments on the e-commerce front recently from larger investors.
Mohammad Al Abar Emaar Properties chairman along with the Saudi Investment Fund are preparing to
launch one of the region’s biggest online platform for e-commerce (noon.com) this year, along to Amazon
buying Souq.com. These new platforms are trying to capture more market share as 90% of e-commerce goes
to non-MENA platforms.

 Sales through electronic devices has grown by 52% in the GCC countries versus 31% in the United States
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Ecommerce market in GCC will reach USD 20bn by 2020

Online Shopping is gaining traction in all segmentsContribution of Middle East's digital economy is low compared to developed nations
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* Source: Bloomberg, Al Mal Estimates

Investment Themes
Insurance in Saudi Arabia

Opportunities

 At 1.4% of GDP, insurance penetration in Saudi Arabia is amongst the lowest in the region as well as
globally. We believe a young and growing population remains the key driver for sustained double-digit
growth over the medium term.

 The Saudi Arabian market is the second-largest after UAE in the GCC, representing 33.5% of regional
GWP in 2015. Mandatory health and motor insurance regulations launched by the government have
fuelled demand for insurance products in the country, and are likely to remain the key driver for industry
growth in the medium term.

 Enforcement of mandatory lines –motor insurance will remain the key driver in the short to medium term.
As per Industry experts estimate only 45% of the cars are covered by insurance

 The strong enforcement push by the regulator has seen the penetration level of medical insurance rise
significantly over the past five years. However biggest opportunity lies in the enforcement of medical
insurance on Saudi nationals working in the private sector, where roughly 40-45% of the individuals do
not have health insurance.

Evolution of GWP

Insurance penetration as % of GDP

Gross written premium breakdown by segments 

Private Medical Insurance – Potential Market Size
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* Source: Bloomberg, Al Mal Estimates

Investment Themes
Banking in Saudi Arabia

Opportunities

 Saudi Banks are a big beneficiary of rising rates – since a large part of their deposit base is interest free and
as such do not see increase in cost of funding, whereas yield on loans gradually move up. This is very
prominent in case of Al Rajhi Bank that has a non-interested bearing base close to 95% of its total
deposits.

 The current median Price-to-Book ratio at 1.1x is the lowest it has been in more than a decade – much
lower than the 1.9x post the global financial crisis and a tad below the bottom in 2012 on account of Saad
& Al Gosaibi default. A very positive sign will be with Banks upping their dividends, which was
inaugurated by National Commercial Bank and we think more banks will do the same. Yield of 3.8% is
attractive & 18% higher than the 5 year average

 Banks are more like a black box as we do not know who they are lending to and how much risk are they
taking. Therefore, we like banks that maintains a nice balance between their credit and sales culture, and at
the same time large enough to control their cost culture. A clear reflection of a healthy culture is the bank’s
payout ratios and usually banks with higher payout ratios are more comfortable with their loan book,
future profitability and capital base. Therefore the recent dividend hike in Saudi is a very positive signal.
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* Source: Bloomberg, Al Mal Estimates

Investment Themes
Healthcare in Saudi Arabia & UAE (but at the right price) 

Opportunities

 Demographics: As life expectancy grows with continuing medical advancements made and generational
movement taking place, there is a growing ageing population with various medical issues, as incidence of
lifestyle diseases is on the rise.

 According to Dubai Health Authority, Emiratis over the age of 60 will see a steep increase, doubling
from present levels, in the next 20 years

 Over the next decade, a quarter of the population in KSA will move into the >45 age bracket

 Favorable Supply/Demand Dynamics: Hospitals should maintain the upper hand due to insufficient
supply for the foreseeable future.

 Public sector / Privatization: Public sector is determined to shift the healthcare burden onto the private
sector. The Saudi National Transformation Plan aims to increase private contribution to healthcare from
25% to 35% by 2020

 Key Catalysts:
 Expansion of private insurance through a national plan, targeting all residents
 Margins for listed healthcare companies rank amongst the highest globally, as demand growth

increases and lower penetration by healthcare providers
 3 to 4 million Saudi family members of private sector employees are required to obtain insurance.

CAPEX for KSA Listed Companies (SAR, Mn)

Per Capita Healthcare Expenditure (USD)

Financials for KSA Listed Companies -2014 to 2018E (SAR, Bn)

Bed Capacity for KSA Listed Companies
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Investment Themes
Education in Kuwait

Opportunities

 Nearly a quarter of the country’s population is under the age of 14 and c32% is below 25 years of age,
building a strong base for Kuwait’s higher education sector.

 GCC countries are expected to spend almost USD 150 Bn a year on education to accommodate growing
student population that is expected to grow at a CAGR of 1.8% to reach almost 11.3 Mn by 2020.

 Investment in the sector, by both the government and the private sector, totalled at around USD 1.7 Bn
over the past few years with over USD 1 Bn worth of projects completed since 2010,

• Students at the secondary level in government schools dropped by an average CAGR of 0.8% over the past
three years whereas students in private institutions increased at a healthy rate of 4.6%.

• Given high personal income levels (Kuwait has a large and strong middle class) along with a tax-free
environment and benefits (such as free healthcare and education at public schools), the Kuwaiti
population has a strong ability to spend on higher education even if there are no scholarships.

Budgeted spending on Education Sector

Number of students (Secondary)Kuwait Budgeted Spending on Education
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Investment Themes
Real Estate in Egypt

Opportunities

 The average price/sqm has increased significantly over FY 06-17e, but the reduction in unit sizes (which
thereby minimized pricing growth across units), combined with prolonged payment plans have kept
residential property accessible and affordable. This has helped maintain uptake levels above 75% in 2017.

 Expatriate demand has also become a significant sales contributor since the devaluation of the EGP,
comprising 15% of presales (vs. 5% previously).

 The Expected increase in supply of hotel rooms is less than 2% for 2018 and 2019 and removal of travel
ban by Russia would boost the demand for hospitality segment

 The increase in occupancy rates 71% in Q3 2017 vs 59% in Q3 2016 for hotels shows signs of recovery in
the sector

 Market is still undersupplied in terms of retail spaces as retail space per capita in Cairo stands at 0.33sqm
which is much lower than the regional peers

 Vacancy rates increased to 18% as of Q3 17A (vs. 15% Q3 16A), while prime rental rates remained largely
flat y/y at EGP 14.6k/sqm p.a. showing ability to absorb this new capacity

Expected increase in hotel rooms keys is less than 2%

Retail Space/capita is still lower than regional peers(sqm per capita)Rental rates are robust despite increased supply (EGP k/sqm)
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Model Portfolio – a Snapshot

Company Country Sector
AMC

Classification
ROCE

EPS growth
(2018)

P/E P/B RoE Dvd Yield

2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2018

NMC UAE Healthcare Core 36.1% 55% 24.4 18.5 5.8 4.6 24.4% 0.8%

EK Holding Egypt Industrial Value 32.5% 10% 7.1 7.5 1.9 1.6 35.6% 6%

ALAFCO Kuwait Aviation Core 22.2% 11% 16.2 15.0 1.3 1.2 8.5% 2.7%

Budget KSA Transport Value 11.9% 11% 15.4 14.6 1.8 1.7 11.1% 3.6%

ALBA Bahrain Industrial Value 10.8% 9% 9.2 10.5 0.8 0.7 8.7% 0.0%

DP World UAE Logistics Core 26.7% 6% 19.1 18.6 2.0 1.9 11.1% 1.6%

MM Group Egypt Consumer Core 22.0% 27% 13.4 10.6 4.6 3.6 39.4% 4.6%

Humansoft Kuwait Education Core 78.7% 16% 19.7 16.9 7.9 7.0 61.2% 5.5%

Aramex UAE Logistics Core 59.7% 19% 18.2 14.2 2.4 2.2 18.7% 4.4%

Portfolio Characteristics

Price to Earning 13.9x

Price to Book 2.1x

Return on Equity 14.7%

Dividend Yield 2.5%

3 Years Growth - CAGR 12.9%

We manage a unique high conviction strategy which mainly considers the real value drivers for each 
company regardless of the country or sector:

We classify value drivers into 3 main buckets:
1) Core: The real value driver will be the management with strong capital allocation capabilities.
2) Value:  The real value driver will be the company’s assets or services.
3) Opportunistic: The real value driver will be the theme or the sector benefiting from a certain event.

We are cognitive of surrounding risks and mitigate the Portfolio risk through a unique approach. Risk is
managed at 2 different levels:
1) At the portfolio level: the “bucket” helps to create a portfolio with companies being at a different stage of 
their business cycle. As such, the correlation between buckets is very low (0.62x over 3 years and 0.30x over 1 
year)
2) At the company level: the allocation to the different stocks within the portfolio is determined in 
accordance with the level of confidence we have in each company (High, Medium or Low), which depends 
on a proprietary risk factoring metric.

The strategy volatility of 7.0% (weekly annualized) is lower than the benchmark (6.4%). The tracking 
error is 5.6% which implies an information ratio of  2.8x. 

MENA Equities strategy in a nutshell

Portfolio snapshot

A differentiated approach with differentiated results
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A portfolio built to reflect our strongest conviction but still a well diversified one

A different perspective Sector and Geographical Breakdown

Exposure (Large caps) & Alpha (Medium & Small cap)

Undervalued
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Our Top Picks - Rationale

31

Company Sector Our View

NMC Healthcare

NMC is the leading healthcare provider in UAE with total healthcare patient reaching 4.3mn during 2016, and revenue per patient reaching USD 
176.3 growing by 28% yoy. They are adding 1,279 beds across multispecialty and long-term care vertical more than doubling their current capacity. 
Company has strong EBITDA margins of 20.5% in 2017 vs 19% in 2016 showing strong operational improvement, this will further strengthen post 
Al Zahra acquisition which generates 34% EBITDA Margins 

EK Holding Industrial

EKH is an Egypt-based conglomerate established in 1997 by private investors to capitalise on the economic reform programmes in the. EKH has a 
wide asset portfolio across different economic sectors, but its investments fertilisers (through 43%-owned Alexfert) and chemicals (through 100%-
owned Sprea) are the major value drivers. EKH is also owns a leading downstream chemicals producer in Egypt through Sprea with over 80% share 
of the captive Egyptian market and several expansion opportunities. Utilities operations at Natenergy continue to grow with customer connections 
and adding positively to the company’s cash flows. The company is also unlocking value by exiting non core assets which will cut losses and can result 
into special dividend

ALAFCO Aviation
ALAFCO is one of the most experienced player in aviation leasing in the region. They currently manage a fleet of 60 aircrafts diversified among tier 
1 and tier 2 clients, and on the verge of a major growth acceleration over the coming 5 years. They will take deliveries of 57 aircrafts which will 
double their fleet to 117.company revenue base is very well diversified with only 30% of revenue coming from Middle East. 

Budget Transport

Largest car rental co. in KSA, under franchise from global brand ‘Budget’; Fleet of 31,000+ cars deployed in short term rental & long term corporate 
leases, ‘Hajj’ and ‘Umrah’ services at 95+ locations across 21 cities; New decree allows women to drive effective Jun-18; this should increase demand 
for used cars – given the pressure on weak discretionary spending100% Saudization requirement in the front offices of car rental co.’s will force out 
smaller players of the 800+ in the fragmented industry & we think this market consolidation will present acquisition opportunities & benefit large 
players

ALBA Industrial

Aluminium Bahrain (Alba) is the Middle East’s second largest aluminium producer, and globally the ninth largest in terms of tonnage with total 
production of 971k.Company has well diversified geographical customer base and is expanding its footprints in US and European markets. 
Aluminium price are up 24% YTD to USD 2100/t following the rise in coal and alumina prices and proposed capacity cuts from China. Supported 
by strong demand, industry has begun to expect Aluminium market to be in deficit by as early as beginning FY18. Alba is trading at a unjustified 
discount to global peers and further listing of Emirates aluminium in 2018 would bring lot of attention to the company and support re-rating of the 
stock price

DP World Logistics

DP World (DPW) is the fifth largest marine terminal operator in the world, with 65+ terminal spanning six continents. Container operations (c9% 
market share, 40-year average concession life) account for 70%+ of revenue. International operations account for 58% of total consolidated capacity 
thus providing diversification from weak regional economy due to lower oil prices. Recent acquisition in Canada & Korea and capacity increase at 
Jafza & London Gateway would further improve the profitability and global reach for the company 

We focus on each company’s real value drivers
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Model Portfolio - Key ratios vs. market indices

Cheaper valuation with higher dividend yield

32
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Investment
Philosophy

In markets filled by complexity, keeping things simple is key. The team’s approach is very
unique in a space that is filled with long-only managers. At large the team is value oriented and prefers
companies that are competitive, innovative and efficient in terms of business. The long investment
experience has taught the team that patience is a virtue, so portfolios are built on long-term
commitments that aim to anticipate the next 3 to 5 years, not the next quarter. Most importantly, the
team invests after a rigorous, qualitative and fundamental analysis is conducted of each potential
company. However, in market filled with inefficiencies the team does not shy to be opportunistic.

Investment Philosophy 
“Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication” Clare Boothe Luce

Traditional Investing AMC MENA Equity

Industry Standard Classification (e.g. 
Benchmarking)

“Based on business activity or location. Does 
not tell us what is driving companies”

Based on either Top/Down Allocation 
or Bottom/Up Selection

Proprietary Classification based on 
Investment Class exposures

“What is really driving companies”
No Preference to Country, Sector, Style 

or Size

Top-Down Thematic Allocation 
combined with Bottom/Up Selection

“Simply we do both”

Adaptive Markets Models and dynamic 
stock classifications

“If every thing is changing, so we better do”

Static Economic Models and fixed stock 
classifications

“Based on assumptions that hardly change 
over time”

Adaptive to Market Conditions Differentiating Perspective

Traditional Investing AMC MENA Equity

“The percentage weight in the benchmark 5%”
“Benchmark weight means one thing for us:

lower relative risk”

“We are Active Investors, We are under/over weight our 
benchmark” 

Allocation is made irrespective of the benchmark.       
Benchmark is monitored to understand market

convictions and risk only

“Saudi is risky”  
Are we compensated for that Risk and are all

companies as Risky?

“We are underweight Financials”
Many stocks have significant financial/investment  

operations (lease, funding, Equity, Bonds etc.)

“We have a defensive portfolio” Betas are not stable at all times
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Investment process
Overview

Empirical evidence verified that changes in risk premium could explain much of the volatility of asset prices in the short term (i.e.
volatility of P/E multiple), however, profits and dividend policy should be the main determinant of prices over the long term. Our
strategy will capitalize on short term risk premium volatility, while keeping an eye on long term returns.
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MENA Equity  
Universe  (~1510

stocks)

Broad Universe
(~250-300

Stocks)
Quant  Filters

Fundamental  
Research (full 

valuation  models)
Market Cap and  liquidity

filters

Indicative 
Scoring/Grading

• Management
grading

• Value grading

• Risk grading

Segmented over 4 Criteria 
based on Analyst/PM 
selection:
1. Core
2. Value
3. Favorable Sector
4. Financials

Stock Selection & 
Allocation             (Max 

25 stocks)

Narrow Universe
(~100 to 120 Stocks)

Focus on fundamental drivers 
and  sustainability of returns

In-depth analysis

• Company analysis

• Country analysis

• Sector analysis

Upside/downside 
potentials under Base, Best 

and worst case scenarios
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Asset Management Team
A team of professionals with decades of experience

Charles Monchau, CFA 
Managing Director & CIO
Investment Management
Charles-Henry joined Al Mal as Managing Director - Head of Investment Management. Charles was previously SEO / Head of Asset Management at SHUAA Capital and brings
more than 22 years of experience in international multi-asset investing. Before moving to the UAE, Charles was heading the Asset Allocation Team for the Europe & Middle
East at Deutsche Bank (2014-2016). Based in Geneva, he was in charge of a team of 25 portfolio managers running around USD 10bn in discretionary mandates. Prior to
Deutsche Bank, Charles was Regional CIO for EFG Private Bank (2010-2013) and held various senior portfolio management and buy-side research roles at Rothschild Bank AG
in Zurich (2009-2010), Lombard Odier in Paris and Geneva (2001-2009) and BNP Paribas in Geneva and Nassau (1995-2001). He was also an adjunct professor in Finance at the
International University of Geneva. Charles has an Executive MBA from Instituto di Empresa (Madrid & Shanghai) and a MSc in Finance (University of Geneva). He is also a
CFA, CMT, CAIA and CIIA Charterholder.

Marwan Haddad, CFA
Lead Portfolio Manager | Analyst
MENA Equities
Marwan came from SHUAA Capital (Dubai) with +11 years of experience in investment management. At SHUAA he was responsible for leading the investment process on
MENA equities, generating new investment ideas, conducting fundamental research and actively managing portfolios. Prior to joining SHUAA he was working at Rasmala
Investment Bank in DIFC as a Portfolio Manager since 2010. At Rasmala, Marwan was at the center of transforming Rasmala's MENA Equities offering from funds of funds
model to a stock selection model, launching the Arabia Market Growth Fund in early 2011, and GCC Islamic Equity Fund in June, 2013. He started his investment career at
Awraq Investment and then Global Investment House after he completed a Master of Business in Finance from Sydney University in Australia. He is also a CFA Charterholder.

Vrajesh Bhandari, CFA
Portfolio Manager| Analyst
MENA Equity
Coming with 13 years of experience in MENA Vrajesh will be leading our research efforts across the MENA markets. Vrajesh joined from A/T Capital in DIFC, where he was 
responsible for researching MENA equities & help manage the investment funds & portfolios. He has a wide-ranging experience in asset management & investment research 
focusing on Middle Eastern & Frontier markets. He has previously worked for GHOBASH Group, a family office in Dubai as a Sr. Investment Analyst where he managed a 
team overseeing the prop book invested in various asset classes. Prior to that, he worked on the sell side in the Equity Strategy team at HSBC (India) covering global markets. He 
started his career at Evalueserve, India as a Research Associate. Vrajesh has an MBA & a MSc in Finance from ICFAI Business School, India. He holds the CFA charter since 
2007

Sanat Sachar
Analyst
MENA Equity
Sanat joined Al Mal Capital in 2015 as Analyst. Sanat brings a fresh prospective to the team because of his diverse background.
He has worked on various deals during his summer internship with PwC in Dubai. Sanat has also interned with Citibank in Dubai, where he worked with the retail
operations team of the bank. Prior to pursuing his post graduate program, he had worked with Portiviti Consulting, India in the area of software development.
He has earned his MBA in Finance from Indian Institute of Management, Indore and a Bachelors in Technology from Jamia Hamdard University, New Delhi, India. Sanat
has passed Level 3 of the CFA Program and awaiting charter.
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Asset Management Team
A team of professionals with decades of experience

Aida Talaat
Senior Product Specialist

Aida joined Al Mal Capital in 2015 as Wealth Management Officer. Aida helps in generating new business by screening International Fund Managers to add to Al Mal
range of products. Prior to joining Al Mal Capital, Aida was a Trade Finance specialist at Invest Bank. She has also worked in Corporate Customer Service with HSBC.
Aida holds a Bachelor’s of Arts from Ain Shams University, Egypt.



Al Mal Capital
Disclaimer

None of the information and opinions contained herein is intended to form the basis for any investment or trading decision, and no specific recommendations are intended. The products and
transactions described herein are not suitable for every investor. Such products and transactions are only suitable for sophisticated and knowledgeable professional users of financial instruments,
and are structured and customized to the needs and objectives of each investor. The information and opinions contained herein have been prepared for informational purposes only and do not
constitute an offer to sell, or solicitation of an offer to purchase, any security, any commodity futures contractor commodity-related product, any derivative product, or any trading strategy or service
described herein.
Neither Al Mal Capital PSC nor any of its affiliates, directors, authorized managers and/or employees accepts liability for any loss arising from the use of or makes any representation as to the
accuracy or completeness of the terms and conditions of products and transactions described herein. Finalized terms and conditions are subject to further discussion and negotiation, and will be
determined in part on the basis of pricing and valuation models, data, and assumptions that are proprietary to Al Mal Capital and its affiliates. No assurance can be given that a product or
transaction can, in fact, be executed on any representative terms indicated herein.

901, 48 Burj Gate, Downtown Dubai

Sheikh Zayed Road

P.O. Box 119930, Dubai, UAE

48 Burj Gate, Downtown Dubai, Sheikh Zayed Road, Office 901, P.O. Box 119930, Dubai, UAE             Tel +971 4 360 1111, Fax +971 4 360 1122 www.almalcapital.com      


